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Welcome to

Welcome to Issue Two of interFace, CAT’s
quarterly magazine. This issue sees us
spotlighting graduating cohorts from Audio,
Event & Promotions Management, Graphic
Design and Web Development, Digital
Filmmaking and Network Security programs,
and gearing up for Vision Festival 2.0, a
public exhibition at the Innovation Centre
spotlighting all the exciting work that is
going on here at CAT.
So... why interFACE? We realised one day
that there was so much really interesting
stuff happening at the college that people
weren’t aware of, and that seemed a real
shame. Therefore, we wanted to create
something that made it easy for students
and staff across all departments here at the
college to catch up all the cool stuff (and
people) that make CAT what it is - a varied
and vibrant creative community.

 hidden talent

Robert Knetchel:

What’s you age and where
you are from?
I am 19 years old, I was born
in North Bay Ontario but grew
up in Kelowna.
What course are you on, and
what brought you to CAT
specifically?

Why are we called interFACE? The word
interface is both a noun (a point where two
systems, subjects, organizations, etc., meet
and interact), and a verb (interact with
another system, person, organization, etc.)
that also has techie connotation (a device
or program enabling a user to communicate
with a computer; to connect with another
computer or piece of equipment by an
interface); lastly, the magazine is the
‘internal face’ of the college. It all seemed to
fit nicely, and we hope you think so too.

I am in the Digital Filmmaking
program; I live nearby and I
had heard CAT was a good
school with a great amount of
resources for students.

We want to thank everyone who has made
this issue possible, and we hope you enjoy
reading it as much as we did putting it
together for you.

My father does Kung Fu so
when I was young I would go
to the park with the academy
and watch them practice with
Bo Staffs, I asked my dad to
make me one when I was 5/6
and ever since I’ve always
loved working with weapons
and props! One Christmas
a friend of ours thought
that a fire staff would be an

InterFACE Editorial Team
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How long have you been
fire-spinning?
I have been spinning fire
specifically for 6 years but
I have been practicing with
staffs for 14.
How did you get into it?

interesting gift for the both of
us as we would always practice
by the pool anyway.

Have you ever accidentally
set fire to anything (or
yourself?!)

Have you done any training
for it, if so where?

I have accidently set fire to my
shirt and my hair a number of
times! Although I have also
always had safety preparations
nearby with others who know
how to properly help.

I never actually took any
official training in fire-spinning
but I studied extensively online
and spent countless hours
watching and researching
videos to learn techniques.
What attracts you to
fire-spinning?
What I love about spinning
fire is that it creates a much
more visible display of what is
really happening when using
non-fire versions. It’s hard
to appreciate the skill that’s
involved when it’s too fast to
catch so using fire helps show
the paths and patterns that are
created.
Is it hard to learn?
It really isn’t hard to learn
but it does take a lot of time
because even though you may
be able to easily understand
the concepts, you have to drill
them in until they become
second nature.

Where do you usually
fire-spin?
The community used to fire-spin
on the stage downtown near
the Ogopogo but now we
usually meet up by Tugboat
Bay. I, although, like to spin
most when im camping with
friends and family.
What advice would you give
to anyone wanting to give
fire-spinning a try?
I would suggest that they do
a little bit of research and
youtube’ing and then once they
have chosen a prop that they
want to learn, either build one
or order a cheap pair and then
practice… (side note for those
who actually end up giving it
a shot, focus on the concept of
momentum, slow is harder and
more impressive than fast).
Photo by Joshua Reeves
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So who exactly is Randal, and what makes him
unique?
By title, Randal Typusiak is the Director of
Student Success at CAT. He is the overseer of
student services, dealing with industry relations,
alumni placement, and student mental health
referrals. Though this is a new title for Randal,
he has been building up to this role his whole
career.
While in university at SFU, Randal ran a youth
program for street kids in North Van, worked
a full-time job at a city farm for the district of
Vancouver, all while newly married!
He didn’t know it then, but Randal was already
qualified to teach our unique blend of art
students.
After a few trips to the Okanagan on
horseback, Randal and his pregnant wife
decided to move to Merritt for work – wait
no…they actually decided to move here while
horseback riding, but that’s a story for another
day… Fast forward 14 years of marital bliss,
parenthood, and eventually finding his place
here at CAT.
Randal is real, and actually listens to you. “I
talk to students like they are my kids. Sometimes
I ask questions, and sometimes I challenge you.
I often will cut right to the chase, like a dad
would. But this comes out of a place of love. I
really care about our students.”
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Randal believes that what happens beyond
the classroom is key to student success. Student
success is about bringing each student to their
next best. He is always searching for that
‘Aha! Moment’, that moment when what he is
teaching clicks. This is what makes him happy –
that, and naps.
Randal’s wish for students is that they focus
on building soft skills while studying their
programs’ technical skills. “If you are the best
at what you do, but don’t have the people
skills to back it up, you will be at a loss in the
industry. Be authentic, bring kindness, and take
responsibility of your actions – good or bad.”
Here are a few other things Randal had to say
to our students:
1. Be gentle on yourself. There is a lineup of
people you will run into who will try to knock
you down…don’t be part of that lineup. Realize
that humans make mistakes, and that once you
accept this, you will be liberated.
2. You are weird. You are amazing. You are
super talented and intelligent. You are wise. And
some of you…well, you are dicks. Don’t be a
dick.
3. Create relationships. Do it. Network and
create connections with other students - your
career has already started, so get out there!
4. Don’t stop learning. Education is never a
waste of time. The value of an education is what
you invest.
The door to student success is always open.
You will often find Randal sitting at his desk,
usually eating something delicious. You don’t
need to be intimidated - stop by, or book an
appointment to chat with him yourself. He’s
worth it.
By Natasha Di Iuorio & Carla Du Toit

Photo by Digital Photography Q2/Group B Students

Randal is the dad everyone wished they had.
He is a motivator, and realist, and a pivotal
member of the CAT. If you stepped into any
of his Professional Development classes, you
would see an entire room full of engaged
students - students figuring out who they are,
what stresses them out, and where they excel.
You don’t take a PD class with Randal and not
be professionally developed in some way.
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the

SUCCESS

track

The Personal Development program is an integral part of the CAT
experience. This issue we asked students to tell us about the most
important things they have taken away from these sessions.

“PERSONALITY DIMENSIONS - figuring
out what color you are and the personality
traits that you belong to are huge. Instead
of wondering why you’re different, you can
own your differences and use them to your
advantage. Not to mention it helps knowing the
colors of your peers as well, so that you can
better respond to situations.” Laura Rosset,
GDWD

CAT Discount 10-15%
We’re just around the
corner - come see us!
Hours:
Monday - Friday: 11am-9pm
Saturday-Sunday: 3-9pm

“Green/Orange/Blue/Gold!!!!” Jerahmiah
Gutfreund, EMP
“I would say all the presentations helped to
break people out of their shells and get them
comfortable speaking in front of people. Huge
help!!” Aaron Jegen, GDWD
“I second Aaron’s comment about the
presentations. Some people were extremely
courageous and talked about personal matters.
In doing so, I think it helped others who could be
suffering with the same ordeal that they’re not
alone.” Joanne Carlos, GDWD

drops into a specific class on one day to deliver
a specific lecture. They are really effective, and
really good for addressing specific problems
we might be having - like conflict resolution.”
Jaden Reid, EPM
“It was nice to learn who I was in a more
official way, and how I can present myself
professionally. It made it a lot easier for me.”
Christina Beaulieu, 2DADA
“The color personality resonated with me the
most - I kept the book.” Zach Bechdholt,
AGFVE
“I also thought the color personality dimensions
were the most useful.” Kaitlyn
“I really like the one-on-one time with Miranda
when she was helping me build my resume. We
had 30 min meetings every couple of weeks and
it was really helpful. She also gave me good
tips and ideas on how to present.” Lindsey
McFarland, EPM

“Organization is key.” Peter Nightingales, AEP

1886 Dayton Street|Kelowna V1Y 7W6|236-420-3062
Website: dunnenzies.com
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“I really like seeing Randal once a week, and
it really helped me with presenting. The new
guest lectures are also really helpful, where PD
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 animation
There aren’t many people who can say their
work is literally worth cold, hard cash-in-hand;
but with his ongoing work for the Canadian
Mint, CAT Animation alumni Calder Moore is
certainly one of them.
For this issue of interFACE, Animation
Department Head Sean Ridgway caught up
with his ex-student.
Q: What inspired you to become an artist?
A: Growing up watching sci-fi, fantasy movies,
playing video games like Halo and WOW
definitely inspired me. I loved to draw all the
time, build forts with my friends, act out scenes
from movies and such. I would grab World of
Warcraft books and copy their art, while also
designing my own little orc guys. My parents
were really supportive of my artistic goals and
would always buy me new art supplies and such.
Q: Tell me a little bit about yourself? Where
did you go to school, and what classes did
you study to help you become the artist you
are today?
A: I grew up in Salmon Arm and had a pretty
active lifestyle. In addition to art, games and
movies, I was into soccer, dirt biking. In high
school I took as many art classes as I could,
as well as computer courses. Grade 11 first
introduced me to 3D software and that’s when I
knew art was really in my future.
Graduating high school, I actually got a job in
construction and did that for four years. I still
found that I was always drawing in my spare
time and a construction job was not what I
wanted to continue with. I found CAT and the
rest is history.
I now live in Burnaby, BC and work at Atomic
Cartoons as a texture artist. On the side I do
art commissions, personal art and design coins
for the Canadian Mint.
Q: How did you start designing for the
Canadian Mint?’

Minted

A: I was approached by the Mint, in addition
to 3 other artists, and we competed on the first
coin design for the low poly nature series. I won
that competition which allowed me to design the
whole series and it opened the door to designing
subsequent coin series.

Q: How do you go about designing, and
what goes through your mind from start
to finish?
A: I’ve designed about 25 coins. It’s been
quite the endeavor. Only about 14 have been
released.
For the first series of coins, it was a low poly
series. I was given the specs and the ‘theme’
of the series. The first one was a polar bear.
I did up about 20 different sketches of what
the design could be and submitted that to
them. They gave feedback on what they liked
and through that back and forth process,
whittled it down to one final design. By then
I had started doing some 3D models, to give
a more accurate look to the Mint of what the
coin could look like in the end.
Throughout the process, I watched a lot of
nature footage and studied images of polar
bears and their cubs. The Mint really liked my
process and art style and continued to hire me
afterwards.
Q: What are some of the things that you
have worked on?
A: I started at Nerdcorps Entertainment after
graduation (bought by DHX Media in 2015)
in August 2013. I was a modeling/texturing/
rigging on ‘Blaze and the Monster Machines’,
quickly moved up the ladder to senior modeler
then went to ICON Creative a year later
and modeled/textured on Disney’s ‘Elena of
Avalor’.
Currently I am working on a new CG show
which I can’t divulge. I’ve done some album
covers, freelance gigs in addition to my full
time job and the coins.
Q: What advice would you give current
CAT students?’
A: My advice, don’t stop!! Be confident
with your work, and most importantly, have
fun doing it! If you can’t find work in the
industry right away, keep working on your
portfolio and staying up to date with new
hiring waves. It’s very easy to stop doing
something and extremely hard to get back
into it. Don’t give up and stay focused!
Words: Sean Ridgway

From alien landscapes to the Canadian Mint, animation alumni
Calder Moore is designing up a storm.
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I’ve Learned Working For Myself

SIX THINGS

Some seriously
sage advice
from Audio’s
own Chris
Holmes
on how to
navigate the
perils of being
self-employed.
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 audio

I’ve been an audio engineer
in some capacity or another
for over 15 years now,
and have spent roughly six
years of that being a 100%
independent engineer. What
this means is that for the last
six years, I’ve been my own
boss, and have enjoyed a lot
of flexibility in my work life
that most people simply can’t
relate to. I can start work at
6am or 4pm; I can work 2
hours or 16 hours; and I can
take a day off to do nothing
but binge watch Netflix
whenever I want.
However, this flexibility
comes at a price: I am solely
responsible for finding,
completing and getting paid
for my work. Over the course
of my career, I’ve learned
a lot of things, and made a
lot of mistakes while running
my own business. If you’re
thinking about starting your
own company, here’s my list
of things to consider.
#1: Self Motivation Or Bust
Setting your own work
schedule is just one piece
of a very large puzzle
when you’re self-employed.
Finding new clients, dealing
with billing and taxes (more
on that later), maintaining
equipment and disposables,
as well as having a life
outside of work are all things
that need to be balanced
perfectly.
Here’s a simple reality every
creative business owner needs
to understand: 90% of your
time will be spent doing noncreative work.
If you’re a film editor, you’ll
spend 10% of your time
editing films, and the rest of
your time doing admin work,
chasing clients, and managing
the other aspects of your
business. The fun part of your
job will be the thing you do

the least, so make sure that
that 10% will be enough to
keep the creative fire burning.
#2: Nothing Is Consistent
The main thing you’ll come
to realize as you work for
yourself is there’s no linear
path to finishing a project. In
a perfect world every project
would be simple: You start a
project, you finish a project,
you get paid, and everyone’s
happy.
The reality is there can be
dozens of pit stops and
delays between point A
and B. Projects get delayed
randomly, people return over
and over for “quick changes”,
payment is delayed for
whatever reason, and various
other hiccups can cause
projects to stretch indefinitely.
As I write this article, I have
a project on the books that is
approaching 365 days since
it initially started, which had
an original schedule of 60
days. What happened? Life
happened. People get sick,
people have career changes,
things take longer than
expected, other delays you
can’t fathom.
In my line of work there’s an
expect pay scheme of 50%
up front, and the remaining
50% when final files are
delivered. If I had been
counting on this one project
for my bills within 2 months
of starting it, I would in real
trouble.
For this reason I have
consistently had 3-7 projects
on the go at any time. I can’t
count on one project for any
necessary income, so I spread
my time over multiple projects
to try and keep a consistent
stream of cash flow coming in.
One last reality check: you’ll
never be fully paid up on
your invoices.

At any given point in a year,
I have between $2,500$5,000 in outstanding billings.
Then some comes in, but now
someone else owes money. It’s
a constant revolving door of
sending out invoices, getting
paid, and having to chase
people for money. This brings
me to point three…
#3: Peaks & Valleys,
Feast & Famine
Your cash intake will be all
over the map and you need
to be prepared for that.
You might make $5,000 in
a month and feel like you’re
making a good livable wage.
Then you’ll make absolutely
nothing for two months, and
suddenly that $5,000 isn’t
that big of a deal. Other
times you’ll look at your
incoming projects and realize
you’re going to make 15k
over the next two months, only
to have every single project
cancel before the start date.
Simple lesson: Don’t spend
the money you have unless
you have to, and don’t plan
with money that you haven’t
received.
Projects crash and burn
before the start date all
the time. Artists get cold
feet, alternate funding falls
through, they find someone
cheaper, there’s a million
different reasons. You need
to budget accordingly
and make sure you have
additional funds available
during a drought of work, or
a less than professional client
dodges you for payment.
Whenever you get a large
deposit or payment, SAVE
IT. You have no idea when
the next chunk of change is
coming in, so don’t eye up
that new piece of equipment
you want but don’t need just
because you have the cash for
it right now. That money might

be what feeds you a month
from now.
Another thing I suggest is
to never put something into
your calendar without a
nonrefundable deposit, and
never commit to a project
until initial payment comes in.
Clients ask to book sessions
with me multiple months in
advance, and are often
offended when I ask for
a deposit. “We’re 100%
confirmed” or “We’re good
for it I promise” are two
phrases I’ve heard more times
than I can count. Artists have
the best of intentions, but until
you force them to put their
money down, assume that a
project isn’t happening.
You will also come across a
lot of “planners” in your life.
These are people that enjoy
the process of planning a
project more than actually
doing the project. They’ll call
you for quotes, ask for quotes
for studio space, additional
staff, and other things.
They’ll want to talk in detail
about schedule dates, travel
accommodations and their
giant future plans. But when
push comes to shove and they
have actual start the process,
most of them abruptly call off
the project. Don’t waste time
with these people: Always get
a deposit before any real
planning takes place.
#4: Changes Are
What Cost You
If you work in a creative
industry, you have probably
dealt with changes. You do
a project, and then the client
comes back with “one tiny
change”; then they come back
again with “just one other
small thing”. Next thing you
know, you’ve done twelve
revisions of the project, going
over your budgeted amount
of hours by almost double.

Revisions/Recalls & changes
need to be managed
effectively. My life revolves
around changes unfortunately,
but I’ve become very good
at dealing with them. Firstly,
when you hire me to mix or
master a song, I have a clause
that states that I only do two
revisions per mix/master,
and additional changes will
be billed out hourly. This has
two benefits; the first is that I
have allocated time to doing
fixes before I even start. I’m
committing to these changes
as much as the client is. This
is worked into what I charge
per song, and if the client
wants more changes, they
pay a higher hourly rate. The
second benefit of this is that
it forces clients to be selective
and detailed with their
changes. If they know they
only get two chances for free,
the notes I get are thorough
and descriptive. They focus
on everything and make a
comprehensive list I can deal
with, as opposed to picking
one single thing to bring up
every time I send a new mix.
The lesson here is you need
an hourly value for your time.
You may charge per project,
per day, or some other time
value, but your time needs
to hold a dollar amount in
your head. I hate doing vocal
tuning and it’s a cumbersome,
labor intensive job, so I
charge $75/hour because I
know it’s never a quick fix. If
I were to charge per song,
I may end up in a scenario
where I spend 5-6 hours on
a single vocal, and make
roughly minimum wage for my
efforts. Drum editing on the
other hand, I can generally
hammer out a song in 15-20
minutes, and charge my
clients $75 a song. This rate
basically sets me up to make
roughly $200 / per hour for
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something I’m very effective
at, as well as giving me
a buffer for when an
impossibly difficult one
comes in which takes three
times as long to complete.
For me, my time is worth
$50-75 an hour. If I’m not
making that, I’m wasting
potential earning hours.
Why waste 5-6 hours of a
day making changes on a
song that I’m being paid a
flat rate for, when I could
be doing variable work like
drum edits making two to
three times my hourly rate
on. Maximize your earning
potential by spending as
little time as possible on
things that aren’t directly
making you money.
However, there is one
thing to consider with
changes, and that’s your
relationship with your client.
If spending an hour doing
a tedious change gains
you a return client that has
far more value than the
hour or two of wage you
may have lost. As I said
above I do changes every
day, and a lot of them
for free, because it builds
relationships that turn into
very valuable assets for my
business.
#5: Don’t Mess Around
With Taxes
This one should be obvious,
but let me just spell it out:
Do your taxes and do them
properly.
Working in the creative
world makes doing taxes
more difficult than it should
be, and Canadian tax
code is intentionally unclear
for small business owners.
There’s a variety of write
offs and deductions you
can use to help support
your business, but there’s
also a lot of things you’re
not allowed to do.
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Explaining all of this is far
beyond the scope of this
article, so take my simple
advice and follow these
three steps:
i. Keep detailed books
– log every invoice,
payment, and purchase
and save your receipts. I
do mean everything, even
if you think it’s not business
related, it may be worth
something in deductions you
weren’t aware of.
ii. Hire an accountant
– Are you an expert in
Canadian Tax Law? If not,
hire an accountant. Most
can be hired for $2501000 once a year to do
your filings and the money
they will save you will
almost certainly be more
than their cost.
iii. Don’t Cheat – The CRA
aren’t stupid. If you claim
you make $11,500 a year
while secretly making
$30,000 in under the table
cash, they will find out,
and if you’re lucky it won’t
involve jail time. If you’re
ever audited, it would take
a CRA agent two seconds
to realize you are spending
more on life expenses than
your claimed wage would
support, and they will
investigate. I’ve watched
many friends make this
mistake and have the
CRA come knocking with
a new tax bill for tens of
thousands of dollars. In the
end it almost always sinks
your business.
#6: Avoid G.A.S.
G.A.S. or ‘gear acquisition
syndrome’ is a real thing.
The need for new software,
new equipment, new toys,
will be ever lingering. You
will tell yourself that your
business will only grow
if you get X component.
Unfortunately, the more
equipment you own, the

more debt you acquire, and
the more monthly bills you
end up having to deal with.
Carry as little overhead as
possible.
Having the equipment to
do your job effectively is
critical, but be aware that it’s
far more effective to have
someone else carry that load.
I get asked often why I don’t
own a studio and the answer
is always that I don’t want the
overhead. I would rather pay
someone else $300-1000k a
day to use their studio for the
days I need it, then to carry
the debt of rent/utilities/
equipment for a studio. You
should look at it the same
way. Do you need that fancy
lighting rig or can you rent it
for the singular day you need
it for a shoot?
Hopefully after reading you
understand that running your
own business isn’t easy, but it
can be incredibly rewarding.

DCH Hair Company is a
cutting edge salon in Kelowna,
BC. We are a Redken based
salon with highly educated
staff in all things hair! Taking
pride in our work is something
we believe to be very
important therefore, everyone
that walks into our salon
leaves with healthy, shiny and
beautiful hair.
Not only do we specialize in
the ever popular "Balayage"
technique we are also
educated on trendy haircuts
for women and men. If you
are someone who has hair that
needs a colour, cut, new style
or even just a bang/ beard
trim DCH has you covered!
Our location is very central
and convenient with free
parking. Yes, FREE PARKING
in Kelowna!
Check out our Facebook page
for pictures and more info on our
salon.
Call today to book in with one
of our talented staff and receive
20% off! Just mention this add
when you call (250)861-8442!

Orchard Plaza
Shopping Centre
1876 Cooper Road
Kelowna, V1Y 9N6
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 digital filmmaking
Chris Hummel doesn’t remember exactly
how he heard about the Centre for Arts and
Technology. Indeed, he doesn’t even remember
contacting the college, but when course advisor
Michale Thorpe returned his email, he thought
to himself - “yeah, let’s try that”. “It was fate,”
he declares.
“I’ve always watched movies, and loved movies
- between my wife and I, we have about 500
movies on DVD - a wall full. I liked watching
how they were done, and how they were made,
and I thought why can’t I get paid for that?
Those guys do, why not me?”
The 36 year old Ontario native moved with
his wife from Edmonton, where he had been
working as a machinist, to Kelowna to attend
CAT’s Digital Filmmaking program, and is set
to graduate at the end of this term. “I’ve been
in Kelowna exactly one week longer than the
program,” he laughs.
Chris has found a career niche in location
sound, and is in the enviable position of
already having a number film and TV credits
under his belt. He has worked on short films
‘Lost Souls’ with Allegiance Studios, and with
Zan Klien and Sarah Klassen (another CAT
filmmaking alumni) on “Heartless”, their scriptto-screen winning project from Horrorfest.
Ever practical, Chris’ response to why location
sound is a sensible one. “There is lots of work.”

THE
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SOUND
OFSUCCESS

“Honestly, the way it came to me was that
nobody in the class wanted to do it. We would
all take turns doing things, but no one really like
doing sound, and I didn’t mind it. Then Victor
(Poirier, Program Manager of the filmmaking
department) told me there were good career
prospects, so I thought, ‘I’ll try it’.”
He has also done a lot of work with Artaban
Productions out of Vancouver, working on their
documentary ‘Eddie’s Kingdom’ (about the

guy who tried to start a theme park on
Rattlesnake Island here in the Okanagan),
and a number of episodes of their web
series ‘BC Was Awesome’. He has done
ADR (Automatic Dialogue Replacement) on
a couple of short films as well.
“It has been challenging getting hired out on
productions, while working on projects for
school, and I also work on the Converstion
crew at Prospera Place.” Not to mention
that Chris and his wife, Marcy, are first
time parents to a new 10 month old
daughter named Hailey. “It’s been fun,” he
chuckles, “It’s been busy.”
“Sound keeps me busy. It’s challenging but
not super difficult. I’m not doing postproduction, I am recording dialgue on set.
You have to pay a lot of attention to it.”
The best thing about CAT, for Chris, has
been learning about all the equipment. “I
had absolutely zero exerience coming into
this. I didn’t have skills with any cameras,
or this type of equipment. I was completely
green.”
His biggest tip for aspiring film students?
“Don’t turn down an opportunity. If someone
comes and says they just need an extra pair
of hands on set - just go! Even if you don’t
have the experience and are just moving
equipment - go. And ask questions and talk
to people.”
For the near future, Chris and his wife want
to stay in Kelowna, and he has a potential
series in the pipeline. “I’m waiting for that
phone call.”
Chris will be screening his biopic ‘Behind the Eye’,
about local Okanagan private investigator Frank
McConnel, at Vision Festival 2.0, March 16 at the
Innovation Centre.

Digital Filmmaking graduate Chris Hummel is finding the
perfect career niche in location sound.
17
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This term DP students
practiced their skills on two
very different subjects - live
and not-so-live. There was
lots of emulation of historical
masters, and students also
started questioning where
they wanted to take their work
in a larger context.

Opposite Page: Jad Warde; Alec Paquette; Shayna Pasos; Wambui
Ng’ang’a; Deval Kirby. This Page: Devin Araujo; Taylor Forrester;
Emily Powers; Taylor Forrester; Carly Hill. All photo credits clockwise
from top left.

Products and Portraits

 digital photography

The results - as you can see are varied, and pretty darn
fabulous.
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EXPERIENCE THE FUTURE

FRIDAY 16
MARCH

Exhibition|Screenings

The Innovation Centre
460 Doyle Ave
Kelowna, BC
V1Y 2A2

Illustration by @adjikia

Industry View
4:30-6:00pm
Friends & Family View
(Open to the public)

6:00-7:30pm

Entrance Free

GRADUATE
PROGRAM

2.0

 Animation
 Audio
 Digital Filmmaking
 Digital Photography
 Event & Promotions
Management
 Graphic & Digital Design +
Web Development
 Interior Design
 Network Security
 Veterinary Hospital Assistant

STUDENT & AUDIO
AFTER-PARTY (19+)
From 8pm til late
Level Nightclub
275 Leon Ave
Kelowna, BC
V1Y 6J1

$5

At the Door

FREE Admission for
1st 50 CAT students!

(Please bring CAT ID to qualify)
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Audio
AEP (Audio Engineering & Production)
Randy Bowen

Michael Nevitt

Spencer Stewart

Loana Hnatuik

Daniel Savard

Olyn Turner-Farstad

Christine McAndrew

Petr (Feri) Solovyev

Jayden Wilson

24 | Prince George, BC
Randy would like to one day
own his own record label, as
well as use music to work with
at risk youth in low income
housing projects.

EMA (Electronic Music Artist)
Callum Strachan

21 | Vernon, BC
Callum plans on continuing to
work on producing music while
building his own artist brand,
as well as looking for jobs as
a DJ or anything to do with
audio production for film and
video games.

Josh Wight

18 | West Kelowna, BC
Josh plans to continue
developing his skills as a
producer, as well as writing
material for his own artist
releases.

19| Barrhead, AB
Loana plans on travelling
overseas to South East Asia,
where she will continue to
produce beats and tracks.

30 | Coquitlam, BC
Christine will be moving to
Vancouver to pursue working
in live sound, with the hopes
of becoming a FOH engineer.

36 |Kelowna, BC
Michael will be pursuing a
career as a sound designer
and foley artist for film and
television, as well as furthering his own musical ventures
as an artist.

24 | Medicine Hat, AB
Daniel’s career aspiration is to
become a successful producer,
focusing on the genre of Drum
& Bass, as well as developing
himself as an artist.

20| Burnaby, BC
Peter plans on pursuing his
goals in the music industry
to become a professional
composer and an experienced
engineer all around.

29 | Cochrane, AB
Spencer is hoping to move
into the world of postproduction audio, with a focus
on major motion pictures and
television.

21 | Kelowna, BC
Olyn would like to work in
the field of location audio
for television and film, while
also becoming a producer for
other artists.

20 | Pine Lake, AB
Jayden plans on moving to the
lower mainland, where he’ll
be opening up a commercial
recording studio with a friend.
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digital filmmaking
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Riley Grandel

Why film? Well, to be honest,

You know you should pursue a
career in film when you watch
the behind-the-scenes footage
and ask yourself, “why can’t I
get paid to do that?”
That one question was the
pivotal moment that made me
pursue film. Well, not really,
but that would have been a
good turning point in a movie.

So, if you think working in film
is a pipe dream, think again
– put in the work and it will
pay off.

Alex Idzan
What do you see when you
close your eyes?
I see stories of worlds of
fantasy and futuristic cities
where anything is possible.
My story in film begins when I
was 5 years old. Darth Vader
had become Luke’s father and
Mufasa was betrayed by his
brother; these were the earliest
movie scenes I remember from
my childhood, and they got

As a teenager, I worked at my
town’s local movie theater, and
once out of high school, I was
determined to work in the film
industry, so I enrolled in a film
program where I studied how
to shoot, direct, write and edit
film.
For me, film is the ultimate
way to convey emotions of
sadness, love, anger, and joy.
And I am dedicated to telling
the epic stories racing through
my head.

Alicia Van Der Sluijs

of “The Goonies” - the first film

I am a cinematographer,
camera operator, and editor
with a background in art.
From an early age, I explored
creative expression through
drawing and painting, which
helped develop a keen and
discerning eye.
I realized the power of visuals
in film when I wrote and
directed my first narrative film,
“Identity Crisis.” There are only
seven words in the script, but
the visuals tell a compelling
story. Creative imagery can
convey a powerful message
and evoke emotion without any
words being spoken.
I was drawn to film as a form
of creative expression; filming,
editing, and developing the
story is my new canvas. This
is where I can build worlds,
make daydreams a reality, and
envision the end of the story.

that inspired my love of film.
As a teenager, I volunteered
at the local community cable
station, and after high school,
I ventured west where I worked
as a chef; this allowed me
some creative expression, but
the dream of filmmaking was
still very much alive.
Several jobs and three
beautiful, amazing children
later, I enrolled in film school.
It was my kids who inspired me
to take the plunge. I want them
to believe they can follow their
dreams, and I know that it’s
best to lead by example. Since
then, I’ve acted, produced,
written, and directed content
for documentary, short films,
and television.
It is now 2018, and I have a
college diploma and hands-on
experience. With numerous
wedding videos and short films
lined up for the summer, the

Josh Van Viegan

My name is Alicia van der
Sluijs, if you’re wondering
how to say my name, it’s

I was born in Mississauga,
Ontario just after the release

Photos: Digital Photography Students,
Group B.

Alex Idzan

Riley Grandel

Christopher Hummel

Anyway, I chose to jump into
film school. Now 18 months,
six short films, one web-series,
and a documentary later,
I’m now being hired as a
professional location sound
mixer.

I was hypnotized by scifi, fantasy, documentary,
and animation TV shows
and movies like The X-Files,
Stargate SG-1, Lord of the
Rings, the Crocodile Hunter,
Digimon, and Batman Beyond.
All of these adventures in
film opened a door in my
imagination and a world to be
explored.

pronounced “slaus” and it’s a
Dutch surname meaning “of
the locks.”

Alicia Van Der Sluijs

I’ve already proven that I am
capable – You’ll see me in the
credits.

I like politics, psychology, and
philosophy, I’m interested in the
oddities and eccentrics of the
world. I have a background in
music, and I like exploring the
abstract in art, music, film, life
because it makes us question
the normal - and what is
normal. A career in film gives
me creative control over the
work I do. It lets me explore
things I don’t understand. This
is not a 9-5 kind of life, and
that suits me just fine.

me hooked on the cinematic
experience.

Justin Bach

During my last year of high
school, I entered my name for
a film boot camp. This boot
camp was held at a studio
in the Centre for Arts and
Technology, which opened
my eyes to the world of film
more than I knew possible. I
was invested, so, I enrolled.
Now here I am, trained and
practiced; I’ve worked on many
different sets, and performed
an array of roles within the
industry. People have given me
jobs, and ample opportunities
to build bridges with many
people within this industry. Film
has sculpted me into the person
I am today, and I don’t know
who I would be if I took a
different path.

Actually, I was a machinist for
10 years, but luckily, I was laid
off. Life is funny like that –
what seems like a shit sandwich
can actually be a whole new
menu laid in front of you, all
you have to do is choose.

Josh Van Viegan

“The curse of a film maker is
when you can’t see a movie for
its story, but only for the work
that went into it.”

I got into it because I didn’t
know what I wanted to do.
I’m not one to talk about
‘inspiration’ or what my
‘passion’ may be, but I do like
the spectacle of film.

Christopher Hummel

Justin Bach
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event + Promotions
Management
Photos by Deval Kirby

GRADUATES

Chelsea Boan

Elizabeth Corlett

Lindsay McFarland

24 | Regina SK.

20 | Wasaga Beach, Ontario

19 | Calgary, AB.

Chelsea Boan first found
her love for event planning
in Regina, SK where she
organized events for her
former employer, the Hookah
Lounge. Recognizing this
industry was one she thrived in,
she sought out the Centre For
Arts and Technology - Event
& Promotions Management
program. Through her time
in Kelowna, her passion for
the music industry has grown.
The great pleasure she finds
working with artists and
making sure events do not go
unhitched has lead her to many
suitable career options. Those
being: event production, artist
management, promotions and
marketing.

I am an Event Planner and
Event Coordinator that
gets inspired and sees a
purpose in a whole range of
events, including; sporting,
fundraising, conference, social
and networking events.

In grade 12, I planned my
graduating classes’ ‘After
Grad’ at the Metropolitan
Centre located in downtown
Calgary. I worked alongside
an event planner in Calgary
that specializes in these events,
and since that experience I
knew that was what I wanted
to do with my life.

For the attendees, I am known
for keeping them excited
and engaged, creating new
inspiring memories in their life,
and keeping them wanting
more.
I am open to every event
idea and experience. To
me, event success means we
stayed on budget, everything
ran as smoothly as possible,
co-workers were working as a
team, and no one got hurt!

While attending the Centre
for Arts and Technology for
the Event and Promotions
Management course, I
realized my passion is in
both the entertainment
management industry, as well
as social events. I hope to gain
experience in both industries
both to further expand and
extend my passions and goals.

Also graduating:

Annalisa Ortwein
SUNDAY FUNDAY: as their final project for the Event & Promotions Management course, on March 11th

students put on a family fundraiser in City Park to raise money for Jumpstart, a charity that works to make
participating in sports activities a posibility for all children, regardless of their financial circumstances. The event
included games, an obstacle course, face-painting and Sunfm.
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graphic & digital design
+ Web development

Web development

Rhea Callis

Briana Briggs

Andar Lin

I am a professional individual
who is highly self-motivated. In
the past year, I have focused
all my attention on my web
development training.
I have developed strong skill
sets from my previous work
experience in the fast-paced
industry of digital printing
which along with my newly
acquired skills will allow me to
be an asset to your company.

Joe Stockmann

I’ve lived in Kelowna for the
past 20 years, and have
already taken the Network
Administration program
at the Centre for Arts and
Technology.
I decided to follow this with
the Web Development course
at CAT; I think it merges with
my network background to
provide complete solution for
clients .
Post graduation, I plan to be
working independently as a
contractor.

I discovered my passion for
Graphic Design and Website
Development during my time
at CAT Kelowna. I have learnt
an abundance of skills during
my time here, and am eager to
use what I have gained in my
future endeavours.
I continually strive to integrate
a clean, modern, elegant
feel into my designs; while
combining the ability to still
be bold and eye catching
in my work. My number
one dedication is creating
stunning functional, websites
that both the user and client
will appreciate. I am beyond
enthusiastic to start my career
doing what I truly enjoy.

I’ve always wanted my career
to be more than just a job, to
be doing something exciting
that can make a difference
in how people see the world.
Part of the reason I am so
passionate about graphic
design is the opportunity
for work on so many great
projects and meet so many
new and interesting people.
When I started designing, I
immediately fell in love with
typography, branding and
print design. Finding the best
solutions to client problems has
been so rewarding.
My design abilities extend
into web design as well. My
skills include languages such
as HTML, CSS, Javascript. I
am also familiar with backend
programming, which I feel
helps me immensely with my
design. I aspire to continue to
grow in Kelowna and become
an influential part of this everchanging industry!

Nicholas Menezes

Design: To create or innovate
a solution that embodies
a functional and aesthetic
demand based on our ever
progressing society.
Over the past year and a half,
I have made it a personal
goal to study how current
design reflects and affects our
culture. My fascination with
how people think and feel
gives me the ability to focus
on the User Experience or UX
design. It is in this part of
design that I am determined to
continue learning and growing.
I believe that being a great
designer goes further than just
designing a logo or website.
The answer to complete
design lies in looking at the
whole concept of the brand,
and working to find solutions
through design.
My work gives me the ability
to show people the way I
envision the user experience.
The goal moving forward:
To perfect the present user
experience and create a new
outlook for the future.

Jonah Simpson

I’ve always been a fan of
design, spending more time
drawing on school assignments
than actually doing them. And
after I was put into a web
development course due to a
scheduling mishap I realized
I had a passion for the web
as well. And when I finally
realized that there was an
entire field based on designing,
and then building websites
I knew exactly where I was
going in my life.
From there the Centre for
Arts and Technology was an
easy decision. I excelled in all
my courses and thoroughly
enjoyed every minute of it. I
learned that my style is usually
based in history, drawing
inspiration from movements
of the past and bringing them
into a current, modern look
that is both stylish and familiar.

GRADUATES
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network Security

GRADUATES

ERIC BRYANT

37 | Vernon, BC
Why NSS? I want a career in the field I have
dabbled in for pretty much my whole life.
Dream Job? To own my own datacenter, with a
5 9’s rating.
IT Superpower? Firewalls.

MORGAN MACKAY

24 | Pleasant Hill, California
Why NSS? Air conditioning and comfy chairs.
Dream Job? Security analyst for Google or
Amazon.
IT Superpower? Turning it off, then back on
again.

LOGAN MOSINSKY

29 |Red Deer, AB/Kelowna, BC
Why NSS? I used to be a server and clients
of mine that own a IT consulting company told
me about this industry. I took about 8 months
thinking about it and haven’t looked back since.
The continuous learning and vast range of what
IT entails is quite enriching for me.
Dream Job? Security Analyst/Penetration
Tester.
IT Superpower? Social Chameleon (able to
interact and build a connection with people of
any walk of life.)

DAVID NGUYEN

22 | Okanagan, BC
Why NSS? Having the ability to protect
information.
Dream Job? Becoming a Network Admin at an
Animation or Gaming Studio.
IT Superpower? Running into oddball errors,
and web development.
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BEN NICHOLSON

30 | Vernon, BC
Why NSS? The constant changing challenges.
Dream Job? Physical and digital penetration
tester (finding weaknesses in both physical
businesses, as well their online presence).
IT Superpower?
I can automate everything.

ENCHECHAN SADDLEMAN

23 | Vernon, B.C
Why NSS? I have always been around computers, so it just seemed natural for me to be in this
industry.
Dream Job? A penetration tester firstly, but
secondly an astronaut.
IT Superpower? Working well under pressure,
and being able to work anywhere in U.S.A and
Canada.

GERRITT STURKENBOOM

22 | Fort McMurray, AB
Why NSS? I enjoy coding, troubleshooting,
hardware.
Dream Job? Dream job would be whatever makes
me more money.
IT Superpower? Coding.

TRISTAN TAYLOR

20 | Salmon Arm
Why NSS? I like how security (and computers/
networks in general) basically is just a puzzle
that needs to be solved, but has no one correct
way to solve it.
Dream Job? Network Administrator for Valve
Corporation (Steam) or Nintendo.
IT Superpower? Working under pressure and
acquiring information.
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A big shout out to
everyone who
helped us with

EXPERIENCE THE FUTURE

2.0

Starting September 4th 2018

A Great big Thank You!!!
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For more information please contact 1-866-860-2787
or visit digitalartschool.com
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PARENTING 101

Q. How did the idea for
Parenting 101 come about?

A. Sadly, it’s a very vivid
memory. Within 20 months my
wife Lisa and I had three kids
(Liam - Sep. 2014, Madison
& Ethan - June 2016) and had
lost a fourth (July 2015). So
on February 10, 2017 while
Liam was 2 and the twins were
8 months old we were sitting in
our living room late at night,
completely exhausted, sleep
deprived and at the end of our
rope. We were drowning and
barely surviving. We were
(and continue to be) doing this
alone and all by ourselves with
no support system. My parents
are no longer in the picture,
and Lisa’s parents live 12 hours
away, so we only see them
twice a year.
Anyway, that night we were
talking, and searching for
help. My social media
accounts started buzzing with
this things called ‘Dad 2.0’. I
had never heard of it before
and as it turned out, it was
a conference for Dads. I
mentioned this to Lisa and she
told me to go. Unfortunately,
it was happening at that very
moment in San Diego, CA. So
we stated searching for similar
events closer and in the near
future... but we couldn’t find
anything. It didn’t exist.
So Lisa looked at me and
said, “Well, you’re an event
planner... couldn’t we plan
something?”. That’s all it took.
By the end of the night, I had
an event plan sketched out.
Q. Explain what the
Parenting 101 conference is.
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A. Parenting 101 is a nonprofit society we’ve created
to further the education and
training for parents. Parenting
is one of the few things in life
where there is no instruction
manual, and yet new parents
(like we are) are expected to
raise another human being.

The conference is going to be
an annual event in response to
the fact that most parents are
given very little information or
training on this topic as well as
lack a ‘village’ to support them
in raising a child. There is an
old African proverb that says,
“It takes a village to raise a
child”. We adamantly believe
that, and want to see to it that
this changes. So, each year we
will be bringing together two
keynote speakers; one male
(representing Dads) and one
female (representing Moms)
who are renowned experts in
the field of parenting.
Then we also assembled 12
different breakout sessions
with each session addressing a
specific topic within the realm
of parenting a child of any
age, such as Sleep Training,
Diet & Nutrition, Single
Parenting, Discipline, Pre-Teens
on the Internet, Child Safety,
etc.
We also included some fun
“late night” entertainment
for the parents, seeing as for
some (like us) they don’t get
to go out on a Friday night
anymore. So while we’re
looking after their kids in our
on-site day care, they can
grab a drink, some snacks and
enjoy a professional stand-up
comedian to end their first day
at this conference.

Q. How did the event go?

A. In a word: Phenomenal.
One of the hardest things
to do in event planning is to
conceive a brand new idea that
has never been done before
and convince the public to buy
into it. And we accomplished
that.
Literally within minutes of
the event starting, we had
attendees (all who were
parents just like us) come up
to us with tears in their eyes
thanking us profusely for
producing an event like this.
One of our biggest
challenges was breaking
the preconception of what
a ‘parenting event’ should
look like. There are a lot of
horrible ‘workshops’ occurring
that lack almost everything
required in an event. To call
them ‘poorly planned’ is an
understatement! If you know
anything about my events,
attention to detail is always my
top priority. And this wasn’t
lost on our attendees this past
weekend. From the way they
were treated at the on-site
registration, the welcome
package their received, the
food & beverage we served to
the top notch quality of each
and every presenter - no detail
was overlooked. And don’t just
take my word for it.
We handed out ‘Report
Cards’ to everyone during
the final session and asked
them in 10 questions to rate
our event. First of all, 100%
of attendees filled out the
report card - which is unheard
of! Furthermore, 96% of
attendees said they would
ABSOLUTELY recommend

 event @ Promotions Management

In February, EPM instructor (and alumni!) Dale Berg put his
considerable event planning skills towards solving a personal
problem, helping countless others in the same position in the process.
this event to their family and
friends, and 84% of attendees
said they would DEFINITELY
attend again next year. These
are stats you don’t normally
see at an inaugural event. So
we’re pretty proud of this!
Q. What inspired you to go
into Event Planning? And
what made you choose
CAT?
A. Nothing ‘inspired’ me. It’s
in my DNA. I was born to plan
events. I was already planning
events when I was 12 and 13
years old. However, I found
it very difficult to turn my
passion into a profession.
Concerts, Music and
Entertainment is what I’m most
passionate about, and this is a
very tough industry to break
into as an Event Planner - at
least the way I wanted to. So
I chose a different career in
cooking and became a Red
Seal Chef at the age of 19. I
was awarded my first Executive
Chef position at the age of 22
and owned my first restaurant
when I was 25.
This eventually led me to
Big White in 2009 where I
opened my third restaurant.
As I commuted back and forth
between Kelowna and Big
White every day, I had lots
of time to think about life and
all I had accomplished and
all that I still wanted to, and
realized at the end of that
season that I was done in the
restaurant industry and needed
to pursue my passion of
concerts and live events.
One night after a long day
at work in the restaurant,
I Googled “Event Planning
School” and CAT popped up.

Photo by Sammi Lukan Photography

Seeing as I had just moved to
Kelowna and the only event
planning school I could find
was also in Kelowna, I figured
it was meant to be. I called
them later that week and
enrolled in the class of 2010.
Q. As a CAT EPM Alumni,
tell us about your journey
from student to industry
professional.
A. In the EPM course, there
are a lot of theoretical
assignments. A lot of event
plans, blue sky projects, or
application to a theoretical
idea. As a student here eight
years ago, it didn’t take
long for me to get sick of
the ‘theoretical’. I wanted
to apply this new found
knowledge to something
real, preferably something
tangible. So I began creating

my own company, KeyNote
Productions. From that point
on every single assignment and
project revolved around my
future company. Trust me, my
classmates were SO sick of
hearing about it during every
presentation I made.
As the year progressed, I
slowly built a legit company.
I composed a business plan,
I deigned my logo, I created
business cards and during my
infamous PD final presentation
(ask Randal about this
presentation) I infuriated
one panelist, but found my
first investor in another. This
individual became a mentor
to me and went on to help me
produce countless concerts until
I had the resources to produce
them on my own. It hasn’t
been success overnight. In
fact, it has taken a lot longer
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 event

than I thought it would, but
persistence and passion have
helped me get to where I am
today.
Q. What event in your career
have you been most proud
of putting together?

“During my
infamous
PD final
presentation I
infuriated one
panelist, but
found my first
investor in
another.”

A. I’ve produced over 500
events and you want me
to pick one?!? In 2013,
three years into business we
achieved our first sell out
concert on a tour called ‘Your
Town Throwdown’ with Chad
Brownlee, Jason Blaine and
Deric Ruttan. That was an
extremely proud moment.
When the performers,
band and crew found out,
they hosted an impromptu
celebration party for me in the
green room.
But then, we also created the
Haunted Howler Comedy Fest.
This was an annual two day
comedy festival that coincided
with Halloween. We brought
in four headlining comedians,
we build an 1,100 square
foot haunted house (with the
help of the EPM students), we
hosted a costume contest, there
was a BBQ outside the venue,
and candy and themed drinks
in the lobby. Everything was
just dripping with the theme
of Halloween. I was really
proud of that event too! And
now, Parenting 101 seems to
be our focal point which has
me beaming with pride. See,
I can’t narrow it down to just
one!
Q. What are the biggest, or
most frequent mistakes that
you see happening in events
planning?
A. A lack of attention to
detail. But the worst part is
that the event planners don’t
realize it. If I quiz them,
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they’ll spout off a list of 20
or 30 details that they have
proudly organized, trying to
convince me that they are very
detail orientated. It’s hard not
to laugh, as in my world, no
event has less than 100 details,
and most have double or triple
that!
Another big mistake is that not
enough resources and effort
are put into marketing and
advertising. I tell people, that
it doesn’t matter how amazing
your event is if nobody shows
up.
Q. What advice do you have
for aspiring events planner?
A. Enroll in the EPM course and
take my classes! I can talk for
a whole year, and still have
advice to give! Attend as many
events as possible and take
notes on them all! The good,
the bad, the ugly. Be a secret
shopper and learn from other
people’s events. Steal ideas
and learn from their mistakes.
Volunteer at the event if
that’s what it takes to get in
and see the underbelly or the
backstage of the production.
Find a mentor. This goes for
any industry... all the “greats”
will tell you stories about
their mentor. Find someone
who inspires you and work
alongside them. Be teachable
and submissive, soaking up
every piece of information
and knowledge they are willing
to share with you. Because in
my opinion, unless you have
produced the Super Bowl half
time show, the Victoria Secret
Fashion Show or the Opening
Ceremonies of the Olympics...
you still could learn a thing
or two about event planning!
Oh... and I was serious about
enrolling in my classes!

On Feb 14, EPM Q2 students
planned a Valentine’s Day
social in the Student Lounge.
The event included a pot
luck lunch, ‘candy’ bar, photo
booth and karaoke. We
especially loved Student
Success coach Shelby Burgart
as the Valentine’s Cow.

Photo Booth Photos: Taylor Forrester. Candid Photos: Deval Kirby.

Thank you to the Tickle Truck
for sponsoring the costume
for us!

XOXO Valentine’s Social
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 graphic @ digital design + Web development
Q: How long has Twirling
Umbrellas existed, and how
did it come about?
A: Twirling Umbrellas was
incorporated in October
of 2014 after years of
developing websites for family,
friends, and myself. At the
time (and still today) I saw a
lack of companies willing to
provide high quality custom
websites to small to medium
sized businesses throughout the
Valley.
In fact, there are only a few
companies in town that actually
develop custom websites at all.
Most simply customize existing
themes for their clients and in
many cases, the same theme
for each and every client they
service. I wanted our company
to be different by focusing on
a small number of clients at a
time and developing custom
digital and print solutions
around their business.
Q: How did you come up
with the name?
A: The name is a funny story.
When I first started
freelancing, I went by the
name Acid Design which was in
tribute to an old art group of
which I was a big fan.

(A little history, because
very few remember the days
before Adobe Photoshop and
Illustrator. Back then the first
digital art was known as ANSI
art. There was no World Wide
Web and ANSI artists were
widely a part of a strange
underground subculture that
would connect and share their
content through Bulletin Board
Systems (BBS). In those days,
artists joined organized art
groups—of which I always
believed ACID Productions to
be the best of them all.)
While I loved the name, it
certainly didn’t inspire the
confidence I wanted to be
known for these days.
My brother actually came
up with the name Twirling
Umbrellas. Most leading
digital marketing companies
have very unusual names
(StrawberryFrog, 72andsunny,
Droga5, etc.) and the name
Twirling Umbrellas certainly
fit. He convinced me that the
heritage of performers, up
on stage twirling umbrellas to
draw attention, was a great
and purposeful tie in to the
marketing industry.
It wasn’t long after rebranding
that I started to get a lot of

customers telling me how much
they loved Seinfeld—which I
found very unusual and had
no idea why they would share
this obscure information in a
business meeting. When I had
heard it enough, I asked my
brother about it who informed
me that the name was actually
inspired by a scene where
Jerry Seinfeld argues with an
umbrella salesmen who he
claims, stole his twirl.
I love the name either way.
Q: What does Twirling
Umbrellas do – give us
a short pitch about your
company!
A: Twirling Umbrellas is a
full service marketing agency
focused on developing and
executing innovative strategic
marketing solutions for brands
with ambition.
Q: Describe the Okanagan
landscape with regards to
branding, communications
and digital agencies. Is it a
growing market?
A: There is quite a diverse
landscape of small to medium
sized companies. I think it’s a
great place to start a design
and marketing career as the
majority of clients are small

to medium sized businesses
and young professionals have
an opportunity to be gain
experience with a wide variety
of projects and industries.
Q: You have just moved into
the Innovation Centre, how
are you finding the location?
A: We’re not completely
settled in (still waiting for
office signage, etc.) but
absolutely love the location.
Downtown Kelowna is a
wonderful place to work with
no shortage of great things
to eat, see, and do, of which
the Innovation Centre is the
absolute hub for technology
and creativity. We’re lucky to
be a part of it.
Q: Who are some of your
clients and what do you do
for them?
A: We have a diverse group
of clients ranging from small
mom and pop shops to large
publicly traded enterprises.
We’ve done everything
from branding and strategic
planning, to web development,
mobile app development, and
even product and packaging
development.
Last month, for example, we
attended North America’s

largest toy show (New York
Toy Fair) to help launch one
client’s new line of children’s
toys which we had helped
develop and source. In other
cases, we’re developing mobile
applications, games, and
ecommerce solutions.
Q: What do you like best
about what you do?
A: I love the opportunity to
learn and be a part of so
many unique businesses. It
keeps the job interesting,
challenging, and enjoyable.
Q: What do you find most
challenging about what you
do?
A: As a busy single father,
teacher, and business owner—
the greatest challenge by far is
not falling behind on the work.
Q: What do you like best
about your teaching role at
CAT?
A: More than anything else,
I hope to inspire students
to focus on the areas they
are most passionate—
development, design, art,
etc.—and never settle for less
than their best.
When you’re entrusted with
someone else’s brand—their

future and quite possibly
their livelihood—it creates
a very real responsibility to
deliver your best work. I take
a lot of pride in that and I
hope my students do.
Q: Two of your current
staff members are ex-CAT
students – what stood out
about them to make them
attractive hires to your
company?
A: Actually, five (5) of my
staff members are ex-CAT
students (and two teachers)
and I’m lucky to have all of
them in my company. These
are students who followed
their passion and put in the
hard work to really learn and
understand their craft. I may
be biased, but I truly believe
that Twirling Umbrellas has
the deepest talent of any
agency in the Kelowna.
Q: What advice would you
have for students wanting
to go into this industry?
A: Invest yourself in your
field. It is fun and rewarding,
but there’s no such thing as
“acceptable” when it comes
to the quality of your work.

Twirling

UMBRELLAS
The name could belong to an über-cool band, but instead it is the
über-cool marketing company belonging to über-cool
entrepreneur (and CAT instructor) Chris Stephens.
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 interior design

Nothing is cooler than already being
employed in your preferred profession before
you have even graduated, unless – that is –
said job is with an award winning company
that recently swept up an armful of awards at
January’s Tommie’s. That’s like cool times two.

The

WINNING

Combination
The 2018 Tommie Awards sees current AIDT student
Bethany Freisen on a winning career track.

Bethany Friesen, in her sixth quarter of the
2 year AIDT (Advanced Interior Design
Technology) program, is in this enviable
position. She has just celebrated her oneyear anniversary working with Ian Paine
Construction and Design, a full-service, awardwinning interior design firm based in Kelowna.
Bethany was hired last year by owner and
designer Krista Paine, who also happened to
be one of Bethany’s instructors at the Centre
for Arts and Technology.
“Krista taught me in the second quarter – she
taught the studio class. She saw my work, and
she needed someone, so it really worked out for
both of us.”
Ian Paine Construction and Design won several
awards at the recent 2018 Tommie’s. They
were gold winners in both ‘Excellence in
Bathroom Renovations $20,000 & Under’ and
‘Excellence in Bathroom Renovations $20,000
& Over’. They were also Silver Finalists in the
‘Excellence In Any Room - New or Renovation’
and the ‘Excellence In Kitchen Renovations $65k and Under’ categories.

Bethany is a Junior Designer at the firm, which
means she does “everything. Everything from
answering the phone, to actual design work –
which is awesome – project management, site
visits. Everything.” She finds the combination of
college work and professional work a powerful
one. “It’s awesome to learn something in class
one day, and then apply it the next,” she says.
“You learn a lot more in real life, so it’s good to
have both components. I’m lucky.”
“I like working on sustainable projects. I love
residential. I love being able to relate to the
clients, and obviously I live in a home and I
know how important that is,” explains Bethany.
“You can maybe be more creative in commercial
design, but I see myself designing homes, right
now. And I want to stay here in the Okanagan.”
As for potential students thinking about
following in her footsteps to CAT, Bethany has
a few words of advice. “Take every opportunity
you get – whether it be practicums, the events
that the school puts on, events in the community you learn so much from everyone you meet,” she
says. “It’s a ton of work, so come prepared.”

“The Tommie Awards celebrate the achievements
of our building industry’s finest, the ‘Best of the
Best’ for the past year showcasing their vision,
talent and commitment, setting the standard of
excellence for our industry,” says Kevin Santos,
2018 Tommie Awards Chairman. “For the past
twenty-six years, Tommie has been recognized as
the symbol of this excellence in the Okanagan
Valley. Since its inception, the Tommie Awards
has grown into a first class event, attracting
interest and recognition from well outside our
region.”
What was IPCD’s winning formula? “The
amount of detail and thought put into every
aspect,” says Bethany. “That’s what makes
great design.”
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Opposite Page: Ian Paine Construction and Design, Gold Winner ‘Excellence in Bathroom Renovations
Over $20,000’. This Page: Krista Paine and Bethany Freisen.
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Passport Photos
Fine Art & Standard Printing
Photo Restoration
Cameras
Film Developing
Camera Accessory
Sales.
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 Network administration | network security
Q. How did you originally
get interested in computers?
A. It was mostly by accident.
The high school I was
attending was offered a “free”
computer. It took up an entire
classroom and by today’s
standards was less powerful
than an average digital
calculator. I wasn’t involved
in the move of the computer
but they wanted someone
to catalog the engineering
drawings. I volunteered, mostly
because I wasn’t into sports or
other extracurricular activities.
I soon learned how much fun
it was to get the computer
operational and to assist in
programming and maintaining
it. So much so, that I and a
friend decided to apply to a
couple of colleges to pursue a
degree in Computer Science.
We were both accepted to
both colleges and we chose the
one that seemed to offer the
best mix of courses and co-op
experience.
Q. What did your education
in computing sciences look
like in 1968?
A. In England when I was in
high school, for the last two
years you had to pick three
areas to specialize in. I chose
Math, Physics and Chemistry
although I didn’t know
what I wanted to do once I
graduated from high school.
The arrival of this behemoth
of a computer changed all
that. Math was still useful but
physics and chemistry became
less of a focus. I still did well
academically but all my spare
time was taken up with this new
fascinating area.
The college I attended
(Hatfield Polytechnic) was one
of the early ones to offer a
degree in computing science.
In 1968, computing was
still a relatively new field to
specialize in.
You have to realize that the
Internet hadn’t even been
developed at the time I started
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college. In fact, TCP wasn’t
published until a year after I
graduated in 1972.
Most of my formal education
at the college focused on
learning programming
languages like Algol,
Fortran, Basic and Cobol and
computing fundamentals like
hardware design, assembly
language programming and
flowcharting. Towards the
end, they added things like
understanding operating
systems. There were courses in
humanities and other noncomputing areas as well but
I mostly enjoyed – and did
better at – those courses that
were computing specific.
Q. Tell us about your first
publication regarding
computers?
A. The first – and only – paper
that I published was a joint
effort between me and some
colleagues at the Culham
High Energy Laboratory. This
is where I spent my first sixmonth co-op session.
Their main focus was in nuclear
fusion research and they
needed a fairly sophisticated
computing facility to support
that research. I joined as a
member of their computing
team and one task I was
given was to port a large
Algol program that has been
developed by the Royal Radar
Establishment (RRE) to their
mainframe computer. It was
a compiler writer. You could
develop a new programming
language from scratch, feed
the syntax of that language
into this program and it would
create a compiler for that
language. At least, that was
the theory.
In practice, although Algol was
designed to be independent
of the hardware on which it
ran, each implementation of
Algol differed slightly from
any other. I was tasked with
working out the bugs and
getting it to run. The paper

documented that work. It was
interesting when I got back
to school after the paper
was published. One of my
lecturers was so impressed
that she used this paper in
teaching one of the courses
I attended. Needless to say
my head swelled a little at
that. Incidentally, my second
co-op session was at the RRE.
Coincidence? I’ll never know.
Q. What would you consider
the highlight of your 50
years in the IT industry?
A. That’s a tough question to
answer. There have been so
many highlights in my career
– and a few lowlights too. I’ve
been very fortunate to be able
to stay with one career since
graduating from college. Most
of my highlights have come
from my peers looking up to
me as someone whom they can
trust to give them guidance
even when I don’t necessarily
know the answer.
When I joined Digital
Equipment Corporation (DEC)
in the UK, back in 1973, and
went to their corporate head
office in Massachusetts for
training, I was asked to teach
colleagues from all corners of
the world on a new operating
system feature that was
being developed. So rather
than learning, I was teaching
after only one month with the
company.
Starting my own IT consulting
business was another highlight.
It started with the lowlight of
being laid off from a company
in Kelowna but quickly became
a highlight when I realized that
I could stand on my own and
start a new business. That was
in 2000 and I still have that
business almost 18 years later.
Q. How did you become
involved in the Variety Show
of Hearts?
A. The company I worked for
(DEC) was approached by
Variety in 1985 to develop a
replacement “results network”

How times change. Network Security instructor Fred Brown has
been in the computer business for 50 years, and can remember
when one single machine could take up an entire room.
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for their annual ‘Show of
Hearts’ Telethon. One of my
colleagues developed the first
version – written in BASIC –
with some assistance from me.
He and I supported it for a
few years until he left the
company, at which time, I
became the only developer
and supported it until 2000.
That year it started showing
its age so I approached them
about redeveloping it based
on Windows and SQL Server
or having them find some offthe-shelf software in its place.
They couldn’t find anything
commercially available so I
developed a new version in
time for the 2001 Telethon.
That version continued to be
enhanced to include online
credit card authorization,
printing of the prize draw
tickets and displaying the
donor names on the bottom of
the TV.
Its last year of use was for the
2015 Telethon, at which time
they went with a commercial
product. It’s amazing that each
implementation lasted fifteen
years before needing to be
replaced.
Q. How did you get involved
in the mining industry?
A. I was engaged by Teck
Resources back in October
2009 for a two-week
engagement to review their
Public Key Infrastructure
(PKI) system and make
recommendations for any
changes. My recommendation
was to replace it completely
since it was not implemented
using best practices. That twoweek engagement lasted many
years and continues to this day.
I redesigned and implemented
a replacement PKI and then
went on to many other projects
there.
Goldcorp likewise engaged
me to design and develop their
PKI, and I’ve been engaged
with them for several years as
well.
The mining industry for me is
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not much different than most
other companies. They’re
concerned about security as
they need to protect their
confidential data and to
protect their process control
systems both from external
access but also from unsecured
internal access as well.
Q. How did it come about
that you were chosen to
open the Anderson Morgan
branch in Kelowna?
A. That’s an interesting
question. I’d been running
my own consulting business
for about eight years when
I received an email from
someone saying they were
interested in a partnership. I
initially thought it was a scam
but didn’t delete the email. I
re-read it a few days later, did
some research on Anderson
Morgan in Australia and
noticed that the number to call
was a Kelowna cell phone. So
I called it and this person with
an Aussie accent answered.
It was a genuine offer of
interest.
The two of us met and
we had similar interests
and approaches. After
several meetings we formed
Anderson Morgan Kelowna
as an offshoot of the Aussie
company. Raoul Anderson was
born the same year I moved
to Canada in 1976. I was 26
at that time so there’s quite a
difference in ages but we work
well together to this day.
I asked him how he found out
about me and my company,
and apparently even though
we were just a two-person
company, an Australian
research company discovered
our existence and when he
spoke to potential clients here
in Kelowna, my name was
mentioned as a knowledgeable
and experienced consultant.
Who would have guessed?
Q. If you could leave your
students with one lesson to
take with them into the IT
industry, what would it be?

A. Enjoy what you do, do
the best you can, and be
passionate about IT. The IT
industry has grown so much
over the past 50 years and
it will continue to grow over
the next 50 years. But the
fundamentals haven’t changed
a lot. I’ve always strived to
do the best I can and to keep
learning at all times. I would
encourage my students to do
the same.
The IT industry needs to be
your passion or it’s not the
place to be. You can’t expect
to think of it as a 9-5 job that
you can walk away from at the
end of the day. It has to be in
your blood. I tell my friends
that I’ve discovered the perfect
hobby – one that I can be paid
for.
Q. What one thing would
you want the regular person
to know about IT and their
own security?
A. There’s a catch phrase
that goes like “IT security
is everyone’s responsibility”
and it’s really true. It comes
down to understanding that
in a business environment or
even your personal use of
computers, everyone needs to
be aware that there are bad
people out there.
It doesn’t mean that you
need to be afraid to use your
computers or mobile devices on
the Internet anymore that you’d
be afraid to cross a street at a
busy intersection or drive your
car in the rush hour. But you
need to be cognisant of what’s
around you. You wouldn’t cross
a busy street without looking
to ensure it’s safe or drive your
car in the rush hour without
being aware of the traffic.
Similarly you should always be
on the lookout when your using
your personal devices and if
you don’t know the source of
an email or something looks
“wrong” when visiting a web
site or looking Facebook post,
trust your instincts.
It comes down to practicing
safe computing.
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 Veterinary hospital Assistants
Dogs may have four legs to our two, but just
like humans they also have a spine and nervous
system, the latter controlling every function in
the body. As chiropractic treatment is a method
of restoring the relationship between these two
areas in order to regain and maintain health, it
makes sense that dogs (as well as their owners)
can benefit from a little hands-on manipulation
now and then. This is where Dr Elizabeth
Easterling, of Creative Healing Chiropractic in
Kelowna, comes in.
In addition to helping her two-legged patients,
Dr. Easterling has treated thousands of animals
over the last 17 years (she completed an
18-month post-graduate course in Veterinary
Chiropractic from the McTimmoney College
of Chiropractic in Oxford, England in 1994)
with remarkable results. Her numerous success
stories include Kanga (pictured left), the 7 year
old Mexican rescue dog belonging to CAT
VHA instructor Shannon Cloutier.
"Kanga has been a patient of Dr. Easterling
since I adopted her at 5 months old. She came
to me with pelvic deformities. Kanga would have
been in a wheelchair at an early age,” explains
Shannon. “Since receiving chiropractic care she
can run and play as a normal dog. Chiropractic
care has given her a great life with our family.”
CAT Veterinary
Hospital Assistant
students visited
Kelowna’s ‘Creative
Healing’ to learn
all about Animal
Chiropractic options.
Photo by Carly Hill.
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“Surprisingly there are more similarities in
Chiropractic techniques between humans and
animals then there are differences,” says Dr
Easterling. “Of course modifications have to be
done depending on size breed and animal. For
example, I adjust a Great Dane quite differently
from a chihuahua.”
“The examination of small and large dogs,
horses and cats are actually quite similar,” she
explains. “We look at alignment of the spine,
range of motion, muscle tension patterns,
restricted shoulder and or hip motion, areas
of swelling or nerve reactions amongst other
things. Sometimes x-rays are required in order
to establish an accurate diagnosis, and I usually
use a combination of instruments and manual

adjustments on all animals. The purpose is to
correct spinal misalignments and loss of normal
motion of the joint thereby allowing the body to
function optimally.”
“The most common conditions I see in animals
range from sprain strain injuries, stiffness of the
spine, arthritis, disc injuries and degeneration,”
says Elizabeth. “Also hip dysplasia that can
cause imbalances of the spine, stifle problems
such as cruciate tears which may also cause the
spine to compensate or misalign, neck and jaw
problems. Due to the fact that spinal problems
may impair nerve pathways to muscles as
well as organs, we have had good results with
conditions such as loss of bladder and bowel
function especially in cats and dogs.”
While chiropractic treatment of large animals
dates back to the early 1900’s, many people
are not aware this is also an option for their
pets - why don’t more people know?
“I believe more and more people are becoming
aware of animal Chiropractic,” says Dr.
Easterling. “However, it is still unfortunately not
recommended or know much about amongst
conventional veterinarians. Most of our patients
come from either holistic vets or Word-ofMouth due to the results that we get. Veterinary
Chiropractic is most certainly on the rise here
in Kelowna, and elsewhere in Canada and the
States.”
“I would tell an animal owner thinking about
Chiropractic for their pet to either contact
myself, Dr. Pam Carlson, or Dr. Moira
Drosdovech, who is a holistic veterinarian, to
get more info. I offer free phone consultations
for people who are interested. Then all they
need to do is to book a mini consult with Dr.
Moira to do an initial health assessment and then
they will be referred to see me and I will do the
examination and give recommendations as to a
Care Program.”
Creative Healing Chiropractic: 1551 Sutherland
Ave, Kelowna, BC, V1Y 9M9; (250) 868-2010.

Kelowna’s Creative Healing Chiropractic believes it’s services
are for all members of the family - including the furry ones.
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we've

been
busy
National Spaghetti Day: Jan 4th saw Student Success dishing
up spaghetti dinners for 100 CAT students and staff. We loved
their marketing tag line - “Don’t get upsetti, eat some spaghetti!”
Genius.
Yeti Farm Drawing Session: Animation students got seriously
happy with Yeti Farm creatives this term, all in the name of
better drawing. Thanks Yeti!
CAT Renovation and Rejuvenation: Interior Design students
also strutted their stuff this term, presenting their proposals for
new and improved counter designs for CAT reception.
Get Popped: Student Success nourished students’ stomachs
and minds with popcorn and inspirational quotes for National
Popcorn Day, Jan 19th.
Get Googling: Student Success hosted a Google Drive
Workshop for students to learn all about just how valuable it
can be.
Learning from the Best: animation professional extraordinaire
Anne Denman (currently Executive Director of the Okanagan
International Animation Festival), dropped in to talk to
animation students about best practices for really important
things like getting hired!
Bell’s ‘Let’s Talk’ Day: students gathered in the Student Lounge
to talk about all things Mental Health. Bell said ‘let’s talk’, and
we did.
Drink’n’Draw: CAT students got together for a evening of nonalcoholic refreshments, snacks and drawing.
XOXO Valentine’s Day: EPM students organised a Valentine’s
pot luck and social for students. The karaoke was a big hit!
PADS Puppies: we were lucky to be visited again this term by
PADS puppies-in-training. They really are the best stress(fur)
balls ever!
Pink Shirts and Pancakes: On anti-bullying day we flipped
pancakes and sported pink CAT anti-bullying tee shirts
designed by GDWD’s Joanne Carlos. Be A Buddy, Not a Bully!
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Opposite Page (L-R): Top Row: National Spaghetti Day: Yeti Farm logo;
Okanagan Animation Festival logo. 2nd Row: animation students at Yeti Farm; ID
students presenting design ideas for CAT reception. 3rd Row: Anti-bully tee shirt
design by Joanne Carlos; PADS pup, photo by Taylor Forrester. 4th Row: Poster
designs by Sydney Vanderwood, Colton Jensen and Natasha Di Iuorio & Carla Du
Toit. 5th Row: students enjoying Drink’n’Draw; Drink’n’Draw drawing.
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